
Our award-winning Nitty Gritty NitFree Comb

33 round tipped

micro-spiral teeth

ensure the comb

removes even the

tiniest unhatched

eggs!

Lifetime Guarantee 

Over 3 million sold

Over 4,000 5 star

reviews on Amazon

Absolutely no need

for any chemicals!

One comb serves an

entire family!

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Our amazing Nitty Gritty NitFree Comb is unlike any other product on the
market, our micro-spiral comb is the only head lice product which

removes not only the smallest head lice as well as the nits – the empty
egg cases – but also, most importantly, it even removes the unhatched

'live' head louse eggs, the main cause of repeated infestations. 
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HOW TO USE
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Scan the QR code to watch our
tutorial of how to use our comb

effectively, ensuring you remove all
live eggs, lice and nits, all in one

combing!

Make sure the hair is completely tangle

free using your regular brush or comb.

NOTE: Combing dry hair is ineffective as

lice are able to move freely in dry hair.

Our solution stops the lice from moving

around.  
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Apply our Nitty Gritty Aromatherapy

Head Lice Solution or regular hair

conditioner to dry tangle free hair and

comb through with a regular comb.

Make sure you saturate the scalp and

coat the hair from roots to ends. If

using our solution leave on hair for at

least 20 minutes. 

Then use clips or hair bands to part

hair into 4 sections. Parting vertically

down the middle of the head from the

forehead to the nape of the neck and

then horizontally across just above

the ears. This helps stop head lice

moving out of the area you’re

combing and ensures you are working

meticulously around the head. 

Once finished, wash hair with

shampoo and then conditioner if

using our Nitty Gritty Aromatherapy

Solution, or rinse as normal if using

regular hair conditioner. 

Our award-winning Nitty Gritty NitFree Comb is designed to be used on hair which

has been coated with either our Nitty Gritty Aromatherapy Head Lice Solution or

your own regular hair conditioner. Combing dry hair is completely ineffective. 

Start combing through your first

section. Work your way through that

section, little by little, gradually

adding more hair as you go along,

taking the comb along the whole

length of the hair from root to tip on

each stroke. Make sure you are

clearing all lice and eggs before you

move onto the next section. 

After every two or three combings,

rinse the comb under the tap to clear

it of any lice or eggs. 

Pay particular attention to the area

close to the scalp, behind the ears

and at the nape of the neck, as this is

where lice like to lay their eggs.
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